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Introduction

Do you hear that?
It is the inevitable sound of profitable opportunity: a massive generation of Millennials only a few short years away from becoming the primary market for 
wireless operators, broadband providers and enterprise data centers. The implications for the modern network are profound:

• Ages 15-35, Millennials are now more than 2.5 billion strong—the largest living generation1 

• In 2015, Millennials surpassed Baby Boomers as the largest U.S. voting age population2 with $2.45 trillion in global spending power3

• Eighty-six percent of Millennials live in emerging markets like Brazil, China and India4

• By 2018, the number of Millennials will overtake the number of Baby Boomers in the U.S. workplace5

• By 2025, Millennials will comprise 75 percent of the global workforce and more than $8 trillion in disposable income6

Millennials, those born between 1981 and 2000, are quickly becoming a financial juggernaut. In stark counterpoint to the aging Baby Boomer generation, 
they have firmly asserted their influence as the emerging (and soon, dominant) demographic for consumer spending in every major industry. Technologically 
fearless, cost conscious, internet empowered, strongly opinionated and hungry for transparent communication—theirs is a truly mobile lifestyle.

An unprecedented opportunity
This ultra-tech-savvy generation views reliable, ubiquitous internet access as a given—so much so that they prioritize	connectivity	over	nearly	every	other	
basic	utility and express a significantly	higher	willingness	to	pay	for	fast,	flexible,	scalable	service	based	on	individual	lifestyle	needs,	network	reliability	
and	service	quality. 

The technology and connectivity expectations of Millennials present game-changing financial opportunities for providers agile enough to understand how 
best to monetize networks in support of their lifestyle. To better understand how to serve this generation, we asked the question: 

How	can	we	better	understand	Millennials	and	design	more	profitable	networks	to	best	serve	them?

This question became the premise for a survey we recently conducted aimed at gauging the sentiment of Millennials towards connectivity, content and 
network technology. We sought to assess prevailing attitudes and better understand the revenue opportunity afforded by the Millennial generation. 

The survey results encouraged us to set aside the immediate conclusion: that since Millennials devour more content than prior generations, 
more bandwidth alone will adequately address their needs. In specificity and scope, the survey results indicated that while a successful 
monetization strategy for Millennials begins with providing future-proofed bandwidth, it shouldn’t end there. 
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The Survey

Survey rationale
As a global network infrastructure solutions provider, CommScope was curious: Exactly how do Millennials view and use technology? What are their 
connectivity priorities and expectations? How are their technology attitudes and habits uniquely different from preceding generations? How will the 
Millennial lifestyle impact network design, deployment and monetization?

Survey methodology
To shed more light on Millennials and networks, in February 2016 CommScope partnered with Censuswide to administer a comprehensive survey of 
Millennials (ages 15-35, the variable group) and Baby Boomers (ages 51-70, the control group). The online survey captured feedback from a diverse  
cross-section of geographical locations—500 people from each generation living in four major metropolitan areas: San Francisco, Sao Paulo, London  
and Hong Kong. 

Survey questions
Survey participants were asked to answer a variety of questions regarding their technology preferences and communications behavior. The self-reporting 
survey was administered privately and securely online and featured 10 questions. Certain questions asked survey participants to respond using a multiple-
choice Likert7 -type scale of Strongly Agree, Agree, No Opinion, Disagree, or Strongly Disagree. Some questions asked participants to identify the amount 
of time dedicated to a certain activity, while others focused on willingness to spend disposable income.

1. Please rate the following statements based  
on how true they are for you.

• I could not go a day without my smartphone.

• Having reliable internet wherever I am is important to me.

• I always have to have the latest smartphone model.

• I don’t care about the quality of the Wi-Fi, just as long as I 
can get online.

• It is important to me to be able to share my experiences on 
social media in real time.

• I am tired of technology and wish we could go back in time to 
before the internet.

• I do not like when my video-viewing platform lags or takes a 
long time to load my video.

• I like to have the latest tech device.

• Social media is the major form of communication between 
me and my social life.

• I would rather give up cable TV than my smartphone.

2. Please rate the following statements based  
on how true they are for you.

• I think the internet has improved the quality of my life.

• My laptop is how I feel connected—I could never give it up.

• I expect to be able to stream videos and access the internet 
wherever I am (walking outdoors, inside a building, in transit 
on a bus/car/train/plane, etc.).

• If I had the opportunity, I would pay up to 5 percent of my 
annual salary for super-fast internet for one year.

• I would like to be able to decide when I get faster and slower 
speeds of internet services, depending on what I am doing—
and pay accordingly.

• Bundled services are a priority to me when deciding on a 
wireless carrier and plan.

• The integration of streaming services in my wireless plan 
bundle is important to me.

http://www.censuswide.com/index.php
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3. If you were given 20% of your income to 
spend (£, HKD and BRL), how would you most 
like to spend it?

• Vacation/travel.

• Entertainment: restaurants/drinks, sporting events, concerts.

• Electronics: cell phones, tablets, gaming systems, TVs, etc. 

• Down payment on a house.

• Luxury items: clothing, jewelry, etc.

• Down payment on a car.

• Start my own business.

• Other (please specify).

• I would not like to spend it.

4. What three things could you not go without?

• Electricity.

• Connectivity/internet access.

• Heating/air conditioning.

• Plumbing.

• Wi-Fi.

• My own car to drive.

• Cable TV.

• A telephone landline.

• Smoking.

• Alcohol.

• There aren’t any things I would go without.

• Other (please specify).

5. How many hours (0-5) each day do you:

6. Which future technologies are you most 
excited about?

• Intelligent home systems that can adjust the temperature and 
lighting based on my activity.

• My online purchases being delivered to me within an hour, 
wherever I am.

• Smart mass transit systems that direct and optimize my route 
and anticipates service needs based on behavior patterns.

• Clothing and devices that monitor my health and provide 
fitness analytics and recommendations.

• Predictive transportation services such as driverless cars.

• Technology that alters or augments my environment to feel 
like I’m in another area, place or time.

• Refrigerators that order groceries when needed.

• There aren’t any future technologies that I’m excited about.

• Other (please specify).

Spend on social 
media platforms.

Spend on Xbox, 
Playstation, 

gaming systems  
or online gaming.

Spend watching 
cable/satellite 
broadcasted 
television.

Twitter, Dating 
App, Viber, 
WeChat or 
WhatsApp.

Spend on video 
platforms (Netflix, 

Youtube, etc.).

Receive a social 
media message  

(snaps, links, video, 
picture, etc.).

Half of Millennials (51%) said they would like 
their online purchases to be delivered within 
an hour, wherever they are, compared just a 
third of Baby Boomers (34%). 

Millennials Baby Boomers
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7. Who, in the past year, have you helped with 
their technology needs or choices?

• A friend.

• A parent.

• A spouse/partner.

• A co-worker.

• A son or daughter.

• I haven’t helped anyone with their technology  
needs or choices

• A sibling.

• An aunt or an uncle.

• A grandparent or an elderly person (non-family member).

• A niece or nephew.

• I needed help.

• Other (please specify).

8.	 How	annoying	do	you	find	slow	 
internet	connectivity?

• Very annoying.

• Annoying.

• Not annoying at all.

• I have never used the internet.

9.	 What	is	your	attitude	toward	slow	internet	
connectivity?

• It’s annoying.

• It’s very frustrating and unacceptable, I can’t do what I need 
to with slow internet.

• I wish it was better, but it’s what I am paying for so I can’t 
expect better.

• It’s bothersome, and I’m thinking about paying for higher 
speeds.

• I don’t mind, as long as it’s free.

• Other (please specify).

10. How much are you willing to pay each month 
to ensure unlimited high speed internet 
connectivity	($,	£,	HKD	and	BRL)?	

• $0

• $0.01 - $18

• $19 - $90

• $91 - $180

• $181 - $270

• $271 - $360

• More than $360 (please specify in $).

51% of Millennials reported helping their 
parents with technology in the past year. 
Whereas only 3% said they remembered 
needing help themselves.

50% of Millennials said they would pay 5% of 
their annual salary for super-fast internet for 
one year, compared to 22% of Baby Boomers.

Millennials Baby Boomers
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Survey results

Reconfiguring the social lifestyle
Before we dive into the data, it is important to note that Millennials (especially younger Millennials—those under 20) are the first generation who find  
it difficult to remember life without the internet. This point cannot be overstated: younger Millennials are the first cohort to grow up within a fully 
immersed digital, wireless world. Rather than treating the internet as a “tool”, a “knowledgebase” or a “means to an end”—views more likely held by  
Gen Xers or Baby Boomers—younger Millennials view the internet as an indistinguishable part of their individual identity and the social fabric of their  
lives. Much like air or water, it has become essential to who they are—so much so that it is nearly impossible for a younger Millennial to imagine a world  
without the World Wide Web. 

Given this backdrop, it is not surprising that our survey reaffirmed Millennials’ prioritization of instant, constant connectivity—primarily through the 
smartphone. They	have	come	to	expect,	as	the	status	quo,	easy	access	to	connectivity	and	prompt	availability	at	any	time	and	place.	The	extent	of	that	
prioritization	is	genuinely	surprising. One could almost refer to the digital lifestyle of Millennials with a 21st century update of Maslow’s Hierarchy of 
Needs, where social interaction assumes the form of media apps via smartphones. Consider the following survey results: These data points corroborate 
a wide variety of recent industry research, including the following excerpt from a report released on March 30, 2016, by comScore concerning the death 
knell of the desktop computer:

“Perhaps predictably, Millennials are the age group with the highest mobile usage, with a near-universal 97 percent reporting they use a mobile platform to consume 
digital content. Interestingly, 20 percent of Millennials said they are mobile-only consumers who don’t use a desktop device at all.”8

Three out of four Millennials (74%) agreed that 
they could not survive one full day without 
their smartphone, compared to just half (51%) 
of Baby Boomers.

Millennials Baby Boomers

Nearly 3 in 4 Millennials (73%) 
agree that they would rather give 
up cable or satellite TV than their 
smartphone, compared to only  
2 in 5 (42%) Baby Boomers. 

Millennials Baby Boomers
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Somewhat light-hearted, but still underscoring the rapid adoption of the smartphone lifestyle among Millennials, was the 2015 Word of 
the Year9 selected by Oxford Dictionaries: the “Face with Tears of Joy” emoji—the most used “word” globally in 2015. As such, Oxford 
Dictionaries felt it best reflected the ethos, mood and preoccupations of the year.

CommScope’s 2016 in-building wireless (IBW) survey report, “Wireless in Buildings: What Building Professionals Think,” echoes a similar expectation shared 
by property owners about the value of preparing for much greater indoor wireless content consumption by subsequent generations. The report states:

“Those that design and manage buildings are also aware that there is some form of potential ROI from implementing dedicated in-building wireless technology, with 
nearly half [46 percent] believing that the value of a property will significantly increase after doing so.”10

One quarter of Millennials (25%) strongly 
agree that they prefer the latest tech device, 
compared to 1 in 9 (11%) Baby Boomers. 

Millennials Baby Boomers

Half of Millennials (50%) agree that 
they must have the latest smartphone 
model, compared to just over a 
quarter (27%) of Baby Boomers.

Millennials Baby Boomers
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Different keystrokes for differently aged folks
Have you ever overheard a Baby Boomer bemoan the slow death of the face-to-face conversation among younger generations? Have you ever overheard 
a Millennial complain about the utter lack of technological savvy among older generations? While each generation views communication uniquely, 
meaningful forms of it are clearly happening among younger generations—at a breakneck pace and frequency. We are already well beyond typical 
communication transpiring through conventional media or even traditional settings where both parties are physically present. To this point, our survey 
generated a few intriguing data points emphasizing how Millennials prefer to interact socially:

Two-thirds (67%) of Millennials agreed or 
strongly agreed that social media is their major 
form of social communication, compared with 
only one-third (35%) of Baby Boomers.

Millennials Baby Boomers

Millennials spend close to triple the 
number of hours per day (1.7) on 
Twitter, dating or messaging apps 
than Baby Boomers (.6).

Millennials Baby Boomers

Millennials spend more than 2.5 times as 
many hours per day (1.6) receiving social 
media messages (snaps, links, videos, 
pictures, etc.) than Baby Boomers (.6).

Millennials Baby Boomers

Precisely how smartphones are used reveals much about the media channels preferred by each generation. Baby Boomers are more likely to place calls, 
talk over the phone, and leave voicemail, whereas Millennials are more likely to communicate via their smart devices using text messaging and various 1:1 
and 1:many social media applications. 

As far as social media is concerned, the conversation isn’t only about how technology is used, but also the degree of comfort or anxiety each generation 
feels about internet transparency and their willingness to share personal, social and financial information. It only takes one experience with ID theft to 
appreciate the importance of information security—information that flows in petabytes globally every day.

Trevor Smith, vice president of CommScope’s CTO office, explained, “My fellow Generation Xers have become comfortable paying bills and conducting 
other financial activities online. While older Millennials demonstrate an incrementally higher willingness to share personal information, the Baby Boomer 
generation views online financial transactions with greater suspicion and concern. It’s a moot issue for younger Millennials who spend a much greater 
amount of time online.”
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Not your grandpa’s utilities
Perhaps even more surprising than the social media preferences of Boomers versus Millennials were the diverging opinions of each generation in relation 
to which utilities they considered essential. When asked to select three of the following comforts they “could not go without” (electricity, connectivity/
internet access, heating/air conditioning, plumbing, Wi-Fi, a car, cable TV, a landline phone, smoking or alcohol), technology preferences rose to the top of 
each generation’s list:

Millennials , in particular, are so accustomed to a lifestyle predicated on internet-based social interaction that their top three selections all reinforce a 
desire to protect that flexibility and easy accessibility. Looking at the conspicuous absence of certain utilities, consider that Millennials	would	rather	go	
without	plumbing,	heating	and	air	conditioning,	personal	transportation	and	cable	TV	before	they	forego	connectivity	and	the	electricity	needed	to	
power	their	connected	devices.

While this may seem shocking at first glance, it is a mirror reflection of how much more time Millennials spend engaged in digital communication  
compared with other utilities. This order of priorities remains consistent with similar trends in urban development, the automotive industry and the  
delivery of entertainment programming.

The overall prevalence and impact of anywhere connectivity is also evidenced by the choices of surveyed Baby Boomers, whose first two priorities 
mirrored those of Millennials, albeit at lower percentages (44 percent vs. 56 percent).

A clear entertainment gap emerges
Given the rapid proliferation of web- and wireless device-based media channels through which entertainment can be consumed, our survey found that 
real-time streaming audio and video represents a much more significant portion of a typical Millennial’s day. A major factor in the disparity between 
generations is the advent and evolution of video games as an entertainment medium. 

The survey also indicated that Baby Boomers were more likely to consume their entertainment through traditional media channels like cable TV, while Gen 
Xers and Millennials—who grew up alongside the video game industry—were far more likely to spend time playing their favorite games via cable TV and 
younger media channels:

Millennials spend more than four times as many 
hours per day (1.3) on gaming systems (like 
Xbox or PlayStation 4) and online gaming than 
Baby Boomers (0.3).

Millennials could not go without:   Baby Boomers could not go without:
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London		
Millennials were willing to 
spend £80.57 on average; 
Baby Boomers, £62.85

San	Francisco	
Millennials were willing to 
spend $94.65 on average; 
Baby Boomers, $62.68

Hong	Kong		
Millennials were willing to 
spend 92.34 HKD on average; 
Baby Boomers, 82.80 HKD

Sao	Paulo		
Millennials were willing to 
spend 174.69 BRL on average; 
Baby Boomers, 92.59 BRL

87.57
GBP

62.85
GBP

94.65
USD

62.68
USD

92.34
HKD 82.80

HKD

174.69
BRL

92.59
BRL

Web-based gaming applications require a responsive, robust network to protect against latency issues and deliver a smooth entertainment experience. 
While bandwidth is essential to deliver higher-resolution content—especially the jump in video quality from 720p to 1080p to 4k—the study corroborated 
an interesting and perhaps unexpected trend about Millennials. Since they grew up with a smartphone in hand, screen size isn’t as important to them as it 
is for Baby Boomers, for whom television remains the primary entertainment channel.

David Brown, senior vice president of research and development for CommScope’s Connectivity Solutions, agrees, “One of the eye-openers for me is that 
latency is driving more network topology changes than bandwidth. Millennials simply aren’t as obsessed with 4k video as Gen-Xers or Baby Boomers are. 
They are used to consuming content on smaller screens.”

Disposable income and spending preferences: how much will Millennials pay?
Whether they consume on stunning 4k TVs or small, hand-held devices, the million-dollar question remains: how much of their disposable income are 
Millennials willing to invest in fast, convenient, reliable connectivity? Compared with Baby Boomers, our survey found surprisingly strong evidence of a 
markedly greater willingness on the part of Millennials to invest more in their internet service experience—provided it is far more personalized, flexible and 
scalable than any current offerings. Consider two of the survey’s more insightful statistics:

Millennials	are	willing	to	spend	28	percent	more	per	month	on	average	
than	Boomers	to	ensure	unlimited	high-speed	internet	connectivity.

Millennials spend more than twice as many hours 
per day (2.0) on video streaming platforms than 
Baby Boomers (0.8).

Millennials Baby Boomers

Forty-three percent of Millennials (43 percent) 
strongly agree they do not like video lag or poor 
loading times, compared with only a quarter  
(24 percent) of Baby Boomers. 

Millennials Baby Boomers

Millennials Baby Boomers
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London		
42 percent of Millennials vs. 
13 percent of Baby Boomers

San	Francisco	
40 percent of Millennials vs. 
13 percent of Baby Boomers

Hong	Kong		
39 percent of Millennials vs. 
31 percent of Baby Boomers

Sao	Paulo		
79 percent of Millennials vs. 
30 percent of Baby Boomers

42%

13%
40% 13% 39%

31%
79% 30%

More	than	twice	as	many	Millennials	(50	percent)	said	they	would	pay	5	percent	of	
their	annual	salary	for	one	year	of	super-fast	internet,	compared	with	Baby	Boomers	
(22	percent).	

Along with corroborating research, our survey results appear to support the interpretation that	Millennials	take	a	much	more	commoditized	view	of	
connectivity,	focusing	on	quality	of	service	over	brand	loyalty	or	the	company/customer	relationship.	They	may	also	gravitate	toward	whichever	
provider	offers	the	strongest	combination	of	services,	flexibility,	speed	and	reliability.	This could result in shrinking buyer loyalty, making it more difficult 
for poorly-performing providers to remain competitive, driving more mergers and encouraging greater market cooperation and partnership.

Blurring the lines between content and network provision
In light of such statistics, it isn’t surprising that, when the subjects of monetization and revenue arise, the line between network provider and content 
provider is blurring. AT&T’s 2015 acquisition of Direct TV and Comcast’s 2013 acquisition of NBC and 2016 purchase of DreamWorks are just two 
examples of this trend. In Europe, operators are splitting—one acting as the service provider; the other as the network provider. OpenReach and BT  
are one example. Indeed, it appears that owning both the product (the content) and the primary means to deliver it (the network) remains a lucrative  
business model.

“As far as network monetization goes, moving content closer to the network edge is a good start,” said Philip Sorrells, CommScope’s vice president of 
strategic marketing. “Boomers are used to paying monthly rates to watch hundreds of TV channels. Millennials are doing much less of that. They’re 
watching YouTube, Amazon or Netflix online. They’re paying providers who don’t own networks. This behavioral change in how content is consumed 
may alter the look-and-feel of the entire ecosystem—from content creation to curation to delivery. The future may see not only an evolution of how 
commercial models evolve, it is also reasonable to expect the network architecture to continue to converge with newer technologies and game- 
changing innovations.”

When it comes to content—particularly video, music, games and social media—our survey found that Millennials crave greater flexibility in how their 
services are delivered and more control over the entire interactive experience. More	than	three	quarters	(77	percent)	of	them	expect	to	be	able	to	stream	
content	anywhere (walking, in transit, inside a building, etc.), while only 43 percent of Baby Boomers felt the same. 

Fifty-six percent of Millennials were also “very annoyed” by slow internet connectivity, compared to only 41 percent of Baby Boomers who were 
moderately annoyed by the same. When Limelight Networks dug into its own April 2016 survey data  on how Millennials viewed and interacted with 
online content, it uncovered similar speed- and latency-related frustrations. Compared to all other users, it found that Millennials: 

• Lead in content downloads (compared to 2015)

• Download more content to more devices

• Engage in content downloads throughout the day

• Demonstrate less patience with a slow download experience

• Are more likely to blame network providers for it

• Want more control over the content experience

Millennials
Baby Boomers
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Bundled and streaming services
From individual TV channels to unique app stores to specific show genres or web-based content providers, Millennials	strongly	prefer	to	pay	for	only	the	
services	they	want	and	use.	Networks	designed	to	enable	service	models	that	offer	this	degree	of	fine-tuned	control—along	with	the	flexibility	to	scale	
usage	and	costs—will	likely	gain	a	decided	advantage	over	the	fixed	options	more	prevalent	today. For example, nearly 8 out of 10 Millennials and Baby 
Boomers (76 percent) said they would prefer to adjust the speed of their internet service depending on their activities—and pay accordingly. 

Digging deeper into the survey results, an interesting distinction arises on this topic: 

Three times as many Millennials (27 
percent) than Baby Boomers (11 
percent) “strongly agree” that they 
would prefer to decide when to 
receive faster or slower speeds of 
internet service and pay accordingly.

Much like a dimmer switch on a light bulb—or usage-based utilities like gas, water, HVAC and electricity—Millennials appear to prefer the ability to increase 
or decrease available bandwidth and latency to support more- or less-demanding content interactions.

When deciding on a wireless carrier and plan, both Millennials and Baby Boomers agreed that bundled services were a priority. Sixty-six percent of 
Millennials agreed or strongly agreed they were important, compared to 57 percent of Baby Boomers.

The generations diverged more significantly on the inclusion of streaming services in bundled plans. Seventy percent of Millennials agreed or strongly 
agreed that integrating streaming services into their wireless bundle was important, compared with only 49 percent of Baby Boomers. In many ways, this 
issue is a microcosm of the larger generational preferences for the types of devices, networks and media channels used by Baby Boomers and Millennials. 
The old guard is probably best imagined sitting comfortably at home watching their favorite cable TV shows on a flat-screen TV, whereas the new guard of 
cord-cutters stream internet channels via smartphones and tablets nearly anywhere.

Network implications

Stage of life or generational trait?
The February 2016 issue of McKinsey Quarterly—“Millennials: Burden, blessing, or both?”—began with some revealing throwback irony about younger 
generations and emerging technology:

“‘Because all the peoples of the world are part of one electronically based, intercommunicating network, young people everywhere share a kind of 
experience that none of the elders ever had. This break between generations is wholly new: it is planetary and universal.’ Cultural anthropologist Margaret 
Mead wrote these words in 1970.”12 

Morgan Kurk, CommScope’s chief technology officer, expressed a similar sentiment, “On average, Millennials are still relatively young, so many network 
providers are waiting to see whether the specific trends attributed to them are truly generationally unique, or more indicative of their current stage of life 
and purchasing power. But the market won’t wait for us to decide. Millennials have already changed the game. It’s our job to learn how and help our clients 
get ahead of this change.”

Millennials Baby Boomers
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Millennials cannot spearhead the future without networks
What kind of future will Millennials pioneer? Consider this excerpt from Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum:

“Today, we are on the cusp of a Fourth Industrial Revolution. Developments in genetics, artificial intelligence, robotics, nanotechnology, 3D printing and 
biotechnology, to name just a few, are all building on and amplifying one another. This will lay the foundation for a revolution more comprehensive and 
all-encompassing than anything we have ever seen.”13 

Without the modern network, this revolution won’t happen. That’s why network providers are hard at work now designing platforms that will help 
Millennials make some of the greatest breakthroughs in human history. To achieve this goal, a better understanding of the Millennial lifestyle, spending 
habits, connectivity expectations and technology priorities will drive major evolution in the physical layer. 

Sweeping, disruptive transformational change
The pace of the impact of the Millennial generation isn’t slow, methodical or incremental. Millennials have and will force massive transformational change. 
In this dynamic environment, the most successful service providers will:

1.	 Avoid	dismissing	Millennials	and	embrace	their	preferred	communications	behavior. Today’s youngest Millennials are 15; the oldest, 35. In five 
short years they will reach their 40s, a decade when their disposable income can rise dramatically. For the next quarter century, the purchasing 
power of 2.5 billion Millennials will come to dominate all global markets—and they just told us they are willing to spend 5 percent of their annual 
income on super-fast internet. That’s a massive revenue opportunity! Today, this generation is by far the largest untapped or undertapped audience. 

2.	 Accurately	anticipate,	prepare	for,	and	deliver	their	content,	connectivity	and	mobility	needs. Millennials view high-quality ubiquitous internet 
connectivity as commonplace. Our survey indicated that 77 percent expect to stream content anywhere. They also view their preferred wireless 
devices are essential. Seventy-five percent said they couldn’t go a single day without them. So the modern network is now a social network—and 
there’s no going back. Millennials hunger to be heard. They want to be engaged, especially in the process of being sold the technology they buy. To 
win their hearts and minds, give them a platform to speak and the network they prefer to share their voice (and data) over.

3.	 Proactively	adapt	business	models	to	provide	fast,	flexible,	reliable,	high-quality	on-demand	service. More bandwidth is a vital part of any network 
monetization strategy focused on Millennial customers, but a complete solution requires far more depth and breadth. Moving content to the edge 
will prove an invaluable differentiator in overall service quality, especially since 67 percent of Millennials surveyed responded that social media is 
their primary form of social communication. They also love to game: our survey indicated that Millennials spend quadruple the amount of time per 
day gaming versus Baby Boomers—so delivering top-notch latency will only become more critical. More agile networks designed to enable service 
models to scale usage and costs will also have a decided advantage over today’s fixed traditional providers.

4.	 Focus	on	deploying	high-bandwidth,	cost-effective,	highly	agile	converged	architecture. Millennials don’t much care about the technical details of 
the network technology enabling them to experience ultra-fast anywhere connectivity. What they do care deeply about is the quality, reliability and 
flexibility of that service. And they care deeply about it right now. The advantage of a converged wired and wireless network architecture will likely 
give network providers—many of whom are expanding by acquiring content providers—the freedom and flexibility to affordably tailor a wide variety 
of services to their Millennial customers.
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Elise Vadnais works as a market intelligence analyst in the chief technology officer’s group at CommScope. A 
Millennial herself, Elise analyzes the significant implications of Millennial technological trends and constantly-
connected mindsets on broadband networks. Elise has three years of experience in the industry, researching 
broadband network infrastructures across the Americas and Europe. She has also studied consumer trends, 
observing them through industry forums and life as a connected Millennial. She owns multiple devices, rents 
a flat with her roommates, travels the world and always stays socially connected via her favorite technology.

CommScope (NASDAQ: COMM) helps companies around the world design, build and manage their wired and wireless networks. Our network 
infrastructure solutions help customers increase bandwidth; maximize existing capacity; improve network performance and availability; increase energy 
efficiency; and simplify technology migration. You will find our solutions in the largest buildings, venues and outdoor spaces; in data centers and buildings 
of all shapes, sizes and complexity; at wireless cell sites and in cable headends; and in airports, trains, and tunnels. Vital networks around the world run on 
CommScope solutions.
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